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Fawn Williams. Had it not been for her fighting spirit, wisdom, and support –
I might have forgotten where film ends and where real dreams begin.

Abstract

AUTO X

Tomasz Pawel Werner, M.F.A.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2011

Supervisor: Andrew Shea

The following report describes the pre-production, production, and postproduction of my short-narrative thesis film.

Auto X is a short fiction film about the ramblings, arguments, and strange
encounters in a day in the life of a south-side Austin auto body & tint shop. It was
devised and developed through improvisation and collaboration between its four-person
cast and the director. Incorporating both elements of realism, character-driven fiction, and
documentary, Auto X utilizes an unconventional approach to narrative filmmaking to
present a unique and textured world of characters.
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The report recounts the production process in a day-by-day first-person narrative.
The production account is preceded by a description of the initial planning and
conceptualization of the project. In the latter half, the post-production process is
presented as well as final conclusions drawn from the entire life of the project. Particular
attention is paid to key filmmaking concepts and stylistic approaches that are discussed
alongside the stages of production they pertain to.
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Foreward
In the Fall of 2010 and like all my other classmates, I began writing a screenplay
and set about drafting up plans for my thesis film. Feeling much the same duress others
feel and have felt in the same position - of launching their careers, facing diminishing TA
positions and financial funding, and of spending upwards of five years in graduate school
– I wrote madly and desperately in the prescribed way. Knowing already what was most
important to me – the artistic process and method of production and collaboration – I set
about creating a film in an unorthodox and unusual way. The following is an attempt to
recapture my developing philosophy of filmmaking; the events and circumstances that
led to the creation of Auto X, as well as the emotions, decisions, and thoughts along the
way.

Prelude
In January of 2011, at the beginning of what I intended to be my final semester in
graduate school, I brought a completed script to my closest collaborators and classmates.
The goal was to set in motion the usual first steps of pre-production. The script was titled
Balmy Night and depicted an intimate and dramatic relationship between a teenager and a
younger man. The younger man – Daniel – was a James Dean type. A charming and
rebellious hustler. Sure of himself and confident, but lost and alienated from any home,
family, or true friends. The younger Paul was an angsty, young suburban kid and chronic
sleepwalker. The two meet when Daniel finds Paul walking down a road one night in a
trance. Not being able to fully wake him, Daniel drags Paul home, ties him down for
safety, and leaves instructions for when he wakes up. The two then spend a week as
close friends – or rather Daniel gives Paul a taste of a rock & roll lifestyle as the two run
around town. Daniel basks in the attention and adoration shed on him by Paul. Paul falls
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utterly in love with Daniel and the world he introduces him to. Both suffered a
continuous feeling of unfulfillment that their brief friendship alleviates. The film was set
predominantly at night and under streetlights, in front of stripmalls and alleyways where
they found the space to be close friends and hidden from the total exposure that would
kill and exhaust that special realm of existence – and which it inevitably did in the film’s
conclusion.
I had taken personal experiences and observations of friends and relationships
around me and transmuted those thoughts and feelings into a narrative. I spent time
rewriting and honing the story – emphasizing visual motifs, strengthening dramatic
scenes, and adding poetic flourishes to personal experience – to create the story I wanted
to tell. The next step was to bring those elements to life and to screen.
I rounded up key crew members and began scouting locations. I held numerous
casting sessions, contacted medical researchers for consultation on sleepwalking and set
the wheels in motion. But I still wasn’t seeing it. The actors didn’t seem right, the
locations were proving to be difficult, extensive night-shooting would have to be
compromised, etc. Of the two invaluable resources involved in getting production
resources and elements to match a script just right – time and money – I had little to
spend of either. For many similar and ambitious thesis films, graduate students spend
upwards of three years raising funds, soliciting help, and getting actors, locations,
costumes, effects, and other elements perfectly in place. Such are the demands of a lowbudget short film. I, however, was eager to graduate and start my post-collegiate career.
Aside from the logistical and circumstantial obstacles of producing an ambitious
low-budget film, a secondary concern lingered with me. Creating fiction and reenacting it
using actors and sets – forcing and molding the physical world to resemble your wishes is a tall order. A Herculean task for a producer – which is the role in which I was
4

functioning during this period. It is understandable why even films with larger budgets
can take years to secure all the elements that will make one person’s fiction and dreams a
physical reality. An additional concern was that if I set about making an ambitious film
shorthanded and underfunded – what chance did it have at success against similar films,
but ones with an actual budget? And ones where, while I toil and exhaust myself
soliciting donations and student help to produce a result, others pay professionals that can
accomplish the same with a ten-fold yield.
I bowed my head, tucked my tail, and asked my friends and collaborators to
forgive contributing their time and effort towards an abandoned cause. Moving on. I
have always had this crazy idea in the back of my head. Of developing, writing, and
producing a film in a loose, spontaneous, but risky manner. I delved down into the dark
recesses of my mind and polished off those dusty ol’ ideas…
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PRE-PRODUCTION

Genesis
Many of the following concepts and ideas are heavily based on the working
methods of filmmakers and auteurs John Cassavetes and Mike Leigh. To this day, their
films remain among the greatest and most impactful cinematic experiences I have had.
Simply put – their worlds and films are extremely complex and specific. They are rich
with details, history, nuanced characters, and fleshed out relationships. Both filmmakers
mine the depths of human interaction and emotion utilizing improvisation and other
“organic” methods of developing natural and believable dynamics between characters.
Cassavetes relied on the depth of his personal relationships with his cast of actors and
non-actors, allowing the world of his personal life to inform and enrich his narratives and
story worlds. Leigh prefers to maintain a professional distance from his collaborators and
actors. Through structured improvisation and collaboration he offers his actors greater
creative possibilities and enriches his films with diverse and complex interactions that are
provided by his actors’ observations, sensibilities, and creative choices.
The Improvised Play: The Work of Mike Leigh by Paul Clements is a book I
regularly consulted during pre-production. It is an early and revealing step-by-step
account of Mike Leigh’s preparation and rehearsal methods. Heeding the filmmaking
styles of both directors, I set about outlining a method and the parameters of my thesis
film production. In the spirit of both prudent low-budget filmmaking and of creating a
fertile collaborative environment I sought out the most compelling actors, locations, and
premises at my disposal to then interact and generate the most interesting and dynamic
material possible for the screen.
6

A Fresh Start
I drafted up a short-list of actors I had either observed or worked with during my
time in Austin who possessed interesting personal traits to expand upon or who had the
training and discipline to create similar characteristics through rehearsal.
For a location I based my selection on two criteria. One – the location must
enable a wide berth of characters to be able to interact and meet. Two – the location must
be one that I normally am not comfortable in nor have much experience with. The
reasoning behind the second was to take the film beyond the usual scope of student and
low-budget films. Locations can often prove costly. To secure a place of business or
someone’s home requires homeowners to vacate for a few days and businesses to disrupt
customer access or daily operations – all of which can come at a high price. Often you
end up shooting during limited hours at night. You call in favors from friends who are
willing to bear the burden of a 10 to 20-person crew trampling their apartment, coffee
shop, bar, or gallery. I wanted both extensive access and to secure a location outside the
usual realm of film-school friends and supporters.
While frequenting a mechanic shop on the east-side of Austin, I immediately had
the desire of shooting a film there. The dirty, grimy work on cars seemed tactile and
cinematic both visually and sonically. The culture around the particular shop I frequented
seemed both interesting and foreign to me. Marx Auto carried the mantra “Good for
relieving the immiseration of working class cars.” A marxist mechanic! A neighboring
shop carried a vibe of no-nonsense, hard middle-class work. Gruff, surly mechanics
worked in silence, seemingly both proud and bitter as if their work wasn’t truly
appreciated.

Yet another locale on the strip was a custom body and tint shop. It

celebrated the loud, bass-heavy and flashy side of car culture. All three of these worlds
later came to be represented in the characters the actors constructed.
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I enlisted the help of Miguel Alvarez, a filmmaker and RTF alum, as executive
producer. His other commitments, paid gigs, and position as lecturer at the University of
Texas prevented him from acting in a greater role. I sought to have his guidance
throughout the life of the project - to use his production experience, calm leadership, and
creative input. I leaned on him heavily in pre-production – particularly in selecting a
team of people with which to surround myself with, developing roles and responsibilities,
as well as accompanying me on location scouts and inquiring with various business and
shop owners.
Location scouting began earlier than usual. I was seeking out a location before I
had actors, characters, or a story. I needed generous access to both our shooting space
and its atmosphere. I would conduct early research – drawing on the particulars of the
space and its inhabitants to inform our story and its characters. One for reasons of
authenticity – the actors would have to become believable mechanics. And two – for
those details and real-world elements to become part of the biography and color of the
story. The placards on the wall, tools, the dust on the floor would become the set
dressing and props for the characters and film.

The actors would spend time

familiarizing themselves with the space and developing habits, preferences, and a
relationship to the setting and space. I met a kind, generous mechanic and shop owner,
Hector Cerda, by simply cold-calling businesses in Austin. For little compensation he
granted us extensive access to the shop. Without his cooperation all the aforementioned
unorthodox ideas and trial methods would never have come to fruition.
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The Mantras
While scouting locations, I began to formulate the goals and principles I would
conduct preparation and production under. The following is a list of select quotes and
mantras I carried with me – particularly when rehearsing with actors.

Remain adaptive. Avoid frustrations and get creative.

I wanted to conduct my thesis film with the freedom of an exercise in hopes of
maximizing creativity and producing something original.

I tried to look past the

pressures and expectations of producing work as a final student piece or an industry
calling-card piece. Instead I would focus on the creative process and develop the absolute
best that I could in the given circumstances and time limit.

Break the rules. Welcome discomfort. Try the opposite.
Three simple adages in hopes of being original.

The fuller the fiction, the more packed with biography, past events and
relationships, the richer the actual world of the film.
A reminder to encourage actors to be idiosyncratic and particular even when
conversations and discussions were slow, rambling, and erratic at first.

A chance glimpse into someone else’s life.
A phrase to constantly reference real people and the surrounding world as both the source
material and the context for our characterizations and choices.
9

Dirt & ugliness of the way we actually live.
A simple guideline for how revealing and penetrating our material should be.

From scratch with constant reference to the source.
Everyone should get the freedom to sit back and consider the breadth of all creative
possibilities but to always strive for utter realism by referring to our source material that
is drawn from the real world.

Work of characterization is to be secret.
Actors should never discuss their inner workings or motives outside the context of a
scene. If they are to confer and gain deeper knowledge of each other’s characters, I want
that to transpire in a scene. It can be damaging and weaken character performance to
anticipate or make compromises based on the nature of the finished piece and to become
self-conscious about the narrative nature of scenes and characters.

The Method
Main-stream and student films alike implicitly suggest that life is less a matter of
behavior than of feeling. More about intentions and internal states and less about
behaviors and particular expressions. Character’s motives and psychology feed the
plotline – often the theme explored in a film. A young girl’s coming-of-age. An elderly
man learning how to cope with loss. Discovering your true identity and so on. Music
and lighting cue us into character’s emotions, close-ups let us look deep into their eyes
and expressions. It is seemingly more important to express universal beliefs, fears, hopes
and doubts by focusing on internal states. Identity becomes a generic mental state.
10

And performances suffer. It is often said so about student films – both at the
undergraduate and graduate levels.

No surprise when experiences and portrayal of

something as complex as a human being is made equivalent to a simplistic emotional
value. Its uniqueness is softened and its believability diminished.
By completely abandoning the usual concerns of emotional clarity and narrative
simplicity, I committed all my efforts and energy into creating rich, complex, and unique
characters. I outlined a regimented rehearsal and improvisation process to facilitate this
goal.
I first approached Daniel Hershberger, a local actor who I met during my first
year as a graduate student. Dan possesses what many refer to as “a look.” His wiry build
and gaunt facial features make him ideally suited for the silver screen – immediately
suggesting mysterious and brooding inner-workings beneath the surface.

His utter

dedication in pursuit of original and layered characters and his willingness to adopt
unusual development methods made me confident in approaching him first.
I first instructed Dan to compile a list of people he knew – a method I drew from
Mike Leigh’s improvisational methods. They had to be people Dan had a fair amount of
experience with or had access to. They were required to be close in age and appearance
so it wouldn’t be too far of a stretch to adopt their physical appearance and characteristics
as inspirational material. But unlike Mike Leigh, who has the resources to broaden his
character selection, I was restricted to characters that were to inhabit an auto shop. I
briefly surmised the type of world, ambience, and social strata I wanted his character to
occupy.
Early meetings with actors almost always took place in coffee shops. For our
second meeting, Dan brought a list of three characters. We both immediately gravitated
towards one – James. James had been a close friend and mentor at an earlier stage in
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Dan’s life. James was an eccentric character, and though quite different from Dan, he
had informed many of Dan’s views and had made a great impression on his life. I was
drawn to James’ working-class status as a long-time AC repairman as well as his
passionate and radical views on politics, law, and the natural order of the world. He was
a believer in anthroposophy – an eastern European spiritual philosophy founded by
Rudolph Steiner during the early 20th century. Among its notable supporters was famed
Russian film auteur, Andrei Tarkovsky.
I worked solely with Dan for a couple of weeks in January. I was developing
ideas and methods for how to proceed and my relationship with Dan allowed me to
experiment and reflect on what would be most effective. We met for long talks about the
character and were idiosyncratic and anecdotal in hopes of brainstorming and fully
exploring uncharted territory. I brought musical excerpts and lyrics to certain meetings.
I also wrote monologues that Dan would later rewrite. We began to amass as many
particular ideas, descriptions, stories as we could to enrich Dan’s character. We kept
constant reference to James and named Dan’s character Victor Conrad.
After sit-down conversations and brainstorming sessions we began working on
our feet. I met with Dan for two hour-long workout sessions. Initially these sessions
proved to be difficult – without a set dramatic agenda or texts there were many stumbles
and misdirections along the way. But with a lot of patience we built Dan’s confidence
and experience improvising and “being” his character. We worked on cadence and
speech, vernacular phrases and voice. We also spent a day just on body work – posture,
stance, and walk for his character. I kept a running list of items and wardrobe the
character might possess. In between sessions I’d run to thrift stores, shop for his
character, and have Dan try on and react to my various purchases. Through this method
12

with each actor, by the time we had full-on rehearsals everyone had a solid base for their
wardrobe.
To select the remaining cast I held hybrid casting-improv workout sessions. I
contacted the best eight actors I knew for 30-minute sessions. In an abridged manner, I
followed the same development process as with Dan. I asked them to take a few moments
to themselves, and bring a character to life based on someone they knew. I had a shortlist of scenarios I tried to cater to the character they selected. They were all undramatic
and realistic situations involving Dan’s character who was a general repairman at the
time. All the situations involved Dan visiting the other character’s home. In certain
situations I’d create a dispute between neighbors, other times Dan was just making a
routine visit. After the first improv session, I’d speak with the actors separately and
analyze the scenario. What happened? What was the character thinking at specific
moments? What choices were made? And so on. We’d run through the scenario a second
time. Instead of repeating and escalating specific tensions or adjusting performances,
we’d further the plot. The second improv session was staged as if the next day. In the
dispute between neighbors one of the characters would attempt to atone. For the scenario
with the pretty girl, Dan would return because he had a crush on her. Through the
workouts I selected two additional actors – Conrad Gonzales and Mykal Monroe based
on the performance and creativity exhibited under the parameters of the improv sessions.
Next, in similar fashion, I went through a similar three-week process individually
with the remaining actors. Inventing a character, developing their physical characteristics
and appearances and creating a rich backstory to their lives. When faced with decisions
and slowly arresting the character from their real-life models, I’d steer them in directions
that would develop contrast between the characters as well as place them at the mechanic
shop. Conrad was to become Marcos – Victor’s mechanic and first employee at the auto
13

shop he takes over. Mykal was to become Xiomara, a spirited and bubbly teen working
at a fast-food restaurant nearby.

Characters
Marcos Herrero
Marcos is a 40 year-old mechanic at “Auto Body & Tint” but he looks quite a bit
younger. He’s worked at the shop since Victor took it over a few years ago. Though he
and Billy are the only ones working on the shop floor, he’d refer to himself as the
foreman. Image and body conscious – works out, watches his diet, always looks sharp.
He spends a decent amount of time in front of the mirror – nothing crazy, he calls it
“maintenance.” Wears gloves when he works, even for tasks they’re not really called for.
Wears safety glasses, never goggles – “goggles fuck up hair.” He maintains a bachelor’s
life-style and goes out often. On weekends he promotes events and DJs. He keeps up
with popular music – R&B mostly – but doesn’t get anything into harder or dirtier than
something like Ludacris. His favorite musician is R. Kelly, and he takes to heart many of
his lyrics. Loud and showy, Marcos is the whole package and he gives it to you straight.
Bling is king – as he would say.

Billy Dodds
Billy is a middle-aged mechanic working at “Auto Body & Tint.” He’s a selfprofessed hippy from San Angelo, a smoker, as well as pot-smoker most of his life. Selftaught, Billy’s always been a tinkerer. Until recently he’s worked primarily as an A/C
mechanic. Often feeling like the worries and concerns in people’s lives - his own
included - are misdirected and petty, he dreams of a bigger and better life for himself and
to be able to give something to the world. His tinkering skills and true passions lie in the
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various “projects” he dreams up. Earlier in life, in a crappy shed outside his crappy
house, he dreamt of utilizing his knowledge of A/Cs to invent a liquid cooling system for
computers. Long hours and late nights working in the shed almost completely dissolved
his marriage. Lately, he’s rediscovered the psychedelic music of his youth and dreams of
recording his own experimental music album despite no musical training or experience.
His wife won’t allow him to bang drums and make a racket in the shed, so he’s taken to
playing and seeing his new project through late nights at the auto shop.

Victor Bernard
Formerly a handyman and supervisor for a large property management company,
Victor always dreamed of being the boss and owning his work. Menial, tiring labor and
back pains were only a part of the resentment and distrust he’d harbored over the course
of his life. Two years ago he took over an auto shop. He’s lightened up and is on his
way to living out his dream. His old habits and beliefs still lie beneath. He listens to a lot
of Alex Jones on the radio. He distrusts any system or government and tries to live below
the radar. Although he works in the city, he lives in the far suburbs. He does read a lot
and watches documentaries – mostly about the environment and conspiracies. He’s a
spiritualist and believer in anthroposophy and the writings of Rudolph Steiner. Still
argumentative and a passionate talker – he’ll launch into tirades and rants long after a
topic has already been exhausted.

The Plan
It goes without saying that whatever the plan on a low-budget film may be – it
changes. I didn’t have the comfort of a having a refined screenplay in front of me to
work from. However, when locations, actors, and circumstances changed I was able to
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improvise and adapt fast. I always tried to keep my mantras and the goals of the film
project in mind – but had to compromise plenty and often.
Our potential shooting location changed three times before we met Hector Cerda
at Tint Specialist. I restricted all action to one location to prevent any further location tieups. Crew members came and went. It’s hard to get that many people in the same place
at the time for free. Other obstacles stemmed from similar scheduling conflicts – an actor
was only available for a total four hours and had no transportation, another actor was
offered an audition on our second shooting day for a potentially high-paying gig, and so
on.
Despite the many stressful trials and set-backs, we ventured forth. Unfortunately
when our lead actor Daniel Hershberger’s brother suddenly passed away one week before
our first shooting day, I had to pull the plug. Life gets in the way of art and school
projects.
I pushed the shoot back, scrambled to reschedule with cast and crew. Dan
intended to return in time for the rescheduled shoot. I didn’t want to place any undue
pressure on him during a difficult time, so I went ahead and cast an additional actor.
That’s when Wray came on board.
So with even less solid ground to stand on than before and having already taxed
the generosity of friends and peers, the plan became obviously clear. Make the most of
what you got.

Shoot the most interesting material. Shoot what’s most unique and

intrinsic to this lovely mess of a film you’re about to make.

Prompt Book
Three rehearsals were held the week before shooting began. We rehearsed the
strongest scenarios, including blocking and refining dialogue, to have them prepared
16

much as scripted scenes when it came time to record them. The impetus for the scenes
and dialogue resided in the actor’s choices and in spontaneity. But by rehearsing I could
rely on the actors to execute with minimal guidance. Not only would I be preoccupied by
the usual burdens of crew and production, but I also was taking on a second role as
director of photography. A secondary goal for the film was to shoot on 16mm film and to
be able to credit the film on my reel – a professional goal and a safety if nothing else was
to come from the film.
Since my past film, I have adopted the habit of preparing a “prompt book” before
production. Taken from a method introduced to me in a behind-the-scenes video of
Francis Ford Coopola, it’s a short-hand document of the script, scene by scene, with four
major headings for notes. It’s intended solely for the eyes of the director. A script
unifies characters, visuals, and dialogue with a common style, prose, and theme. A
prompt book is a place for a director’s private notes and ideas on both how to achieve the
absolute best and how, with blunt honesty, potential short-comings and pitfalls might
arise. In the past I relied on four primary categories:
SYNOPSIS: What’s the story? And what’s the story in relation to scenes prior
and after.
IMAGERY & TONE: Reminders of unifying tone and imagery throughout a
narrative. Often times it’s easy to lose track of stylistic and visual elements during the
daily hustle and bustle of a film set.
THE CORE:

What’s really going on? Often the place for through-lines,

subliminal actions, and so on, that might only be hinted in a script’s description of a
scene.
PITFALLS: Worries & clichés. Also reminders of potential mistakes – the blood
doesn’t sell, the audience needs to realize we’re in a hospital, etc.
17

For Auto X, I had an abundance of notes containing insights into actor
performance and the challenges of shooting on our location. I had spent countless hours
over the span of three weeks with the actors on location. I adapted the usual categories of
the prompt book to serve my needs. I extended the imagery and tone section to include
additional cinematography notes. I also included alternate dialogue for any lines during
rehearsal that sounded strange to me. For a few scenes I also had plans for alternate takes
to throw off the actors in hopes of stronger, spontaneous performance as well as to have
additional options in the editing room.
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PRODUCTION DIARY

Day 0 – Wednesday, April 13, 2011
The Creative Act
The day began with equipment checkout. I picked up our grip truck the day
before so as to avoid the inevitable waste of time that comes along with internet
reservations.
Equipment checkout goes smoothly. The night before it seemed as if nobody
would show up – and then, as always, people swoop in for the rescue and there’s almost
too many bodies in the checkout room.
Most important this day was a last rehearsal with Conrad and Wray at 8pm.
Although Dan had returned as promised, I had shifted focus to the most interesting
material at hand. During the time Dan was absent, I focused on the relationship between
their two mechanic characters. Dan, as Victor, became the strangely absent shop owner.
I wanted to rehearse our strongest scenes and material one last time before production.
Also, I had rigging and pre-lighting scheduled at the same time. With the help of Anand
Modi and Benjamin Slamka, we would replace fluorescent fixtures and attach a couple of
instruments to the inside of the shop’s roof.
Of course during all this my phone is constantly ringing and for each item I cross
off my to-do list, two appear in its place. Costume elements for Saturday are not quiet
ready; reminders to other crew members to bring key items; additional equipment, food,
tables, chairs and other miscellanea that still needs to be brought; holes in the crew list;
and so on.
I’ve become used to this part of the process – being the lightning rod and buffer
for every question, decision, woe, and oversight that develops. I know what to expect –
19

namely not to sleep very much. This is often the time for the greatest anxiety. Pre-show
jitters. Akin to driving to the airport for a long trip. Am I sure the gas is turned off? Did I
pack my passport? Is everything in place? Did I prepare and communicate to my crew
well enough?
It’s also letting go of the reigns, resigning control, and trusting others. If one
regards oneself as an artist, that is an author of the film involved in the process of
realizing a vision or intention as a work of art, this can be the most trying process. It is
one that I have learned a great deal on from a lecture Marcel Duchamp delivered in
Houston, Texas at the Convention of the American Federation of Arts in 1957.

In the creative act, the artist goes from intention to realization through a
chain of totally subjective reactions. His struggle toward the realization
is a series of efforts, pains, satisfaction, refusals, decisions, which also
cannot and must not be fully self-conscious, at least on the esthetic
plane.
The result of this struggle is a difference between the intention and its
realization, a difference which the artist is not aware of.
Consequently, in the chain of reactions accompanying the creative act, a
link is missing. This gap, representing the inability of the artist to
express fully his intention, this difference between what he intended to
realize and did realize, is the personal 'art coefficient' contained in the
work.

I disagree with Duchamp on the point of awareness when relating to filmmaking.
The element of awareness might hold true before a spectator, who deciphers and
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interprets the artist’s intentions even further beyond the artist’s views on the realized
work. For anyone having undergone this process making a film, the awareness of this gap
between intention and its realization grows strong to the point of paranoia. Particularly
with such a drawn out, collaborative, and time-consuming process as narrative
filmmaking, this “art-coefficient” begins to gnaw at you right here – moments before the
first day of shooting.
You have to embrace it. If there are any elements you rely on outside yourself –
locations, complicated equipment, actors, crew members, weather, etc – you have to
realize where the middle-ground lies between the perfectly envisioned story in your head
and what you can create for the camera at that particular moment in time. Otherwise we’d
all be painting on canvas.
Trust your instincts. Rely on them. If you stick too strongly to the world in your
head, you’ll overlook the fact that these decisions, struggles and pains – self-conscious or
not – actually decide the fate of your realized work of art.

Day 1 – Thursday, April 14, 2011
Fly On the Wall
As a creative solution and shortcut, the first portion of day 1 called for a skeleton
crew and no actors. During regular business hours our access to the shop was restricted.
In lieu of actors believably performing some of the more complicated or dangerous roles
of shop mechanics, we dress the employees to match Marcos’ wardrobe and I film them
going about their business.
I utilize cars and other obstructions to obscure faces, heads, and other noticeable
features. I try to get the best variety. The day goes smoothly. We interfere little in the
shop’s day-to-day business and wait to capture any little moments or details that can
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strengthen the believability of our mechanic characters and add to the richness of the
visual portrayal of the location.
As the shop winds down and just before closing hours, Dan and Conrad arrive for
two scenes in the shop office.

Relaxed and rehearsed, the scenes go quickly and

smoothly. I scheduled undramatic, low-pressure scenes to break the ice with the actors.
Simpler scenes early on also allow actors to get accustomed to the camera.
Wray arrives and we shoot a tableaux of Dan and Wray in front of a picture car.
A shot I had come up with a few days ago – it will serve as the backdrop for the opening
credit sequence featuring all the actors. The complimentary shot with Conrad and Mykal
– the other two key actors – is scheduled for Saturday.
During the final takes of the day I begin to feel the toll of serving as both camera
operator and director. I reserved an Easy-Rig – a handheld camera support and harness
system – to relieve the strain of a 25lb camera and to be able to operate the camera at a
height appropriate to actors who are shorter than me. But because of lack of time, and to
save a few precious dollars, I scheduled the pickup for day 2 of production. Halfway
through the second take of a long handheld scene with all three actors, my legs start to
buckle as I bend down to properly frame a dialogue portion of the scene. A poignant
reminder not to entirely forsake proper production tools and aids – whether it be crew or
equipment.

Day 2 – Friday, April 15, 2011
Our Easiest Day
I scheduled our second day shorter and with a significantly later start time due to
the fact that most shooting was to be done at night. The day is anything but short for me
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– from the crack of dawn I’m picking up instruments and props for a scene, additional
equipment, as well as running errands for costume and wardrobe for the weekend.
Knowing that night shoots and their extensive lighting requires the most amount
of time on student shoots – I’ve budgeted setup time and the amount of scenes to be shot
accordingly. The shoot is relaxed knowing that we have half the usual amount of shots to
complete. The shoot is a success and everyone rests up in preparation for the long haul.

Day 3 – Saturday, April 16, 2011
Isn’t Every Film a Documentary?
Our first jam-packed day. Because of the greatest availability and flexibility with
uncompensated location owners, crew, and actors, each weekend day will be a full 12-hr
schedule.
We arrive at the crack of dawn and get setup. With Conrad we shoot a morning
sequence of him opening up the shop as well as “working” on cars – closeups and reverse
shots that will match up with the footage shot Thursday.
A few days prior our female extra cancelled for a scene schedule before noon. A
minor and expected hurdle. I called every female acquaintance I had and intended to
stage the scene as planned. I’d simply place the camera a little farther from the action
and place obstructions in the foreground if performances were to suffer from the lastminute replacement. Ben, a trusted friend and colleague, in true indie-spirit, ties his hair
back and puts together an outfit using clothes from other crew members to jump in for a
quick cameo.
Mykal, in the role of Xiomara, has the most scheduling difficulties with school
and theatre rehearsal commitments. Available for just a four-hour window, we send a PA
to pick her up. She arrives well before her call time. Her costume elements – some of the
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last to come together – all make it to set that day. As always, things come together in the
knick of time.
I had just one rehearsal with Mykal opposite Conrad. The rehearsal was spirited
and productive, generating plenty of material for a scene. But because of the scheduling
conflicts, I had little time to develop or fully integrate it into the structure and story of the
film. In preparation for the shooting of their scene, I had copious notes for interesting
scenarios, but in this instance I relied on improv as well as another bit of art-film theory
I’ve always wanted to exploit.

Every film is a documentary of its own making.
Jacques Rivette

Jacques Rivette took an aphorism Godard postulated even further – Every film is a
documentary of its actors. A film records for posterity the people in it at a specific point
in their lives. And no matter the makeup, characterization, or wildest scenario, it is
impossible to obfuscate the actual persons being filmed.
Rivette stated that every film is a record of its entire making – a window into the
culture, environment and spirit that produced it. Its analogue is much more widely
acknowledged – that no documentary, despite claims to objective reportage and reverent
treatment of subject matter is ever devoid of manipulation. In a literal sense, all films
have documentary aspects. Once the camera is turned on, whatever placed in front of it is
subject to the same collision of chance and reality witnessed on every streetcorner in
daily life. No matter how fantastic or staged.
Whether it’s the audience’s empathy and desire to connect with the people oncamera or an overly-inquisitive lust to see the hand behind the puppet, you can never
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entirely hide the lives behind the making of the film. In Hollywood it manifests itself in
the paparazzi, in megastar status, and red carpet galas. In independent cinema, myths and
stories of undiscovered talent and overnight successes similarly abound. Audiences
hunger for the story of the filmmakers and actors as much as they hunger for the stories
on the screen.
In many of the films that have profoundly affected and influenced me - the
environment of the film’s making, the personality of its author, and the combined spirit of
its cast and crew - are integral to the ultimate affect and impression upon me. John
Cassavetes’ heavily probed his familial cast’s moods and personalities in films such as
Faces and A Woman Under the Influence. Tsai Ming-liang created a saga of films around
the evolving histories and personas of a similarly familial cast in his films What Time Is it
There?, The Hole, and The Skywalk is Gone. Mike Leigh boldly enables the culture and
collaboration of his filmmaking process to influence his films by allowing his actors to
determine the film’s narrative through their individual choices and interactions.
Apichatpong Weerekethakul directly validates this principle and invents impure forms to
match his way of seeing and thinking about movies. Mysterious Object at Noon is an
experimental mix of documentary and fiction. His later films include similar
permutations of doc-fiction hybrid. In Syndromes and A Century, the personal banter of
actors plays alongside the opening credits as the actors walk off-camera and discuss the
scene they just performed.
From coffeeshop talks and discussions with Mykal, I knew she was an avid
dancer. In fact, she had spent much of the previous year touring the country as a back-up
dancer for a prominent hip-hop artist. I’ve always been drawn to the spontaneity and
energetic expression of dance performances in film. After wrapping the scene we had
rehearsed, I quickly instructed everyone on the set – cast, crew, shop employees alike – to
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gather in the garage. Conrad quickly changed wardrobe, and Mykal shed a layer to allow
her to dance comfortably. I had already prepared lights and was able to move quickly
while keeping most of the crew in the dark as to what was about to transpire. I wanted to
capture as honest and “real” of a reaction from the family of characters that were
responsible for making the film what it is. In one take, Marcos blasts music from the
stereo, I pan the camera across the room and across everyone present, the lights dim, and
Mykal performes an impromptu dance routine.

Day 4 – Sunday, April 17, 2011
Last Day & Wrap
Hector had thus far always resided in the area to preside over and supervise his
shop. As we filmed till sunset the night before, Hector finally needed to retire after his 6
day work week. His home was 30 miles outside of town. He showed us how to close up
the shop without a key – allowing us free access to film as late as we wanted.
However the next morning, we’re unable to get back in. The crew climbs through
an opening in the fence and we’re able to setup breakfast and start preparing equipment.
Luckily we hadn’t lost Hector with our constant demands, overscheduling, and
badgering. He arrives shortly after to unlock the gate and the garage.
Our day was successful. Once a production has gained momentum, once the team
has coalesced, the actors honed their performances, and you finally feel like you’re doing
your greatest work and things could continue forever – production is over.
Having free reign of the shop and also being able to more freely schedule actors,
we film the majority of dialogue scenes in the shop between the main characters. We
wrap before sundown and clean thoroughly. Carlyn, the line producer, already has beers
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in anticipation. We crowd around a picnic table as the sun sets and celebrate our
production wrap.
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POST-PRODUCTION
I had 14 cans of film on my bedroom floor but no post-house yet to process and
transfer my film. Months of hard work, sweat and tears from hours of labor, creative
ideas, hopes, dreams and ambitions – all distilled down and held in a plain cardboard box.
I had held off soliciting and selecting a post-house till production wrapped to be
able to decide the specific terms of the post-production workflow with more information
on-hand. Also, the process can be nerve-wracking and intimidating. Students often get
short shrift at post-houses, vying for time and access in busy schedules packed with highprofile and high-budget commercials, videos and movies. I wanted a clearer picture when
it came to weighing various options and services against my budget.
After a number of phone calls to half a dozen facilities in both New York and
Dallas, I finally got the answer and customer-minded response I was looking for in a lab
from Deluxe in New York. Their rate was comparable to quotes I had received from the
two major Dallas post labs. I was already planning a trip to New York and gladly looked
forward to the added bonus of visiting and working at a high-profile lab. The day I picked
up my hard drive, dailies were being delivered from the set of Men In Black III.
I watched the images for the first time with confidence and satisfaction. I had no
doubt despite handling multiple roles and the many obstacles I had to overcome, that I
could produce captivating images. I was doing a flat transfer – meaning much of the
colors and contrast of the image were being pulled back so as to allow a greater degree of
manipulation in the final color correction session after editing. Even with the image
desaturated, the film looked fantastic. The shop and setting photographed real and
appropriate.

There were a number of impressively lit and framed shots.

Most

importantly the characters appeared natural, captivating, and unique. Upon deciding to
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wield the film camera myself – these were among my topmost goals to accomplish with
the film.
With all footage and material in hand I began the process of editing. I would
never advise editing your own film (nor shooting yourself, for that matter). Having an
editor who isn’t married to original ideas, beautiful shots, or meaningful intentions is
invaluable. So much of this project was in my head, including shots and scenarios
conceived on set, that no one else could go about fashioning this film. I knew I had
plenty of rich material but that by circumventing many traditional storytelling approaches
in pre-production and production, I would be making up much of that ground in the edit.
Essentially creating the story in the edit.
After syncing and reviewing all the footage carefully I began rushing out rough
edits – a new version every week. I attempted to screen the rough cuts numerous times.
Whenever possible I invited colleagues – both familiar to the project and strangers alike –
to for a viewing in our department’s screening room.
Suscepting oneself to peer scrutiny and review can be difficult and trying,
particularly with incomplete works. Not only can the fruits of long-toiled creative and
personal material be trampled on, but with rough-cuts and drafts certain intentions are not
fully formed, other intentions are entirely misunderstood, and above all, the rough and
lumpy draft of your work is no representation of your full talent and potential to the jury
of artists and colleagues.
Insisting on constant peer review of incomplete work is essential to getting over
the embarrassment and vulnerability of your initial ideas and starting to work creatively
again. A film isn’t a single good idea – it is thousands of ideas that all have to work.
Peer review is necessary in discovering further ideas and properly assessing your results
thus far. Take the hard things and criticisms with the right spirit and get back to work.
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CONCLUSION
“Why do you need to tell this story?”
It was during the post-production and editing process that questions like the one
above resurfaced. What drives us to make narrative films? Why do we seek the privilege
of leveraging and spending thousands of dollars to tell make-believe stories of our own
unfulfilled hopes, calamitous relationships, or personal fantasies?
It’s often during the writing process that these questions are posed. What’s eating
you? What lies deep inside you and itching to get told in a multiple-year long venture
that’ll involve hours of your own and others’ time, money, and energy? When all is said
and done – I think I have an answer for myself.
Nothing.
I have no type of story, nor any one story to tell at the moment. I will not delve
deep down inside, shutter myself in, suffer insurmountable odds and insufferable
scrutiny, to emerge championing that one thing I have to tell. Whether to be called a
failure for wasting my time on a worthless venture or a genius for triumphing and
believing in a story or “idea” against all odds – the result is not top priority. I am not the
filmmaker who will endure half a dozen years writing, funding, and fighting to bring a
personal story to the screen. Perhaps it’s because my ego has taken to many shots in the
last decade to sustain that level of delusion or dedication. But then there’s your answer.
It’s not about ego. Filmmaking is something completely different to me – it’s about
process.
Nested in the account of Auto X’s production are the little asides, lessons, and
meditations on various aspects of filmmaking that lie at the heart of what I do and pursue.
My personal nightmare would be if things remained as they were. There are always
opportunities to learn, to grow as a technician, as a storyteller, as an artist, and as a
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human being.

With each film there are new realms to enter, new relationships to

cultivate, and new experiences to learn and grow from.
I am extremely grateful to the RTF department, faculty, students, and staff for
supporting and allowing me to develop, experiment, and grow – for better or worse – on
my own terms. With limitless patience and understanding I pursued a film and thesis
project much against what I perceive is the greater norm for final graduate films. Even
though I met my instructors’ insistence on “write what you know” and personal
storytelling with steadfast resistance and stubbornness – it seems I have come to answer
many of the same questions they posed at the start of this venture and in the process learn
a great deal about myself.
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APPENDIX 1
Budget
Note: Budget updated May 28th, 2011 to reflect receipts and costs through principle
photography. Estimates were made for post-production and distribution costs as well as
two days of additional production that never materialized.
AUTO X Budget
Item
A1
A2
A2
A3
A4

A5

A6
A7
A8
A9

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B17

B18
B19

PRE-PRODUCTION /
OFFICE
Unit
ABOVE THE LINE CREW
Director
1
Associate Producer
1
Line Producer
1
BELOW THE LINE CREW
Director of Photography
1
Costume Designer
1
OFFICE
Printing, Fax, Copy,
Misc
1
REHEARSALS
Actors
Rehearsal Space
Video Camera (sanyo
vpc)
Craft
Total Pre-Production

In
Kind

Total
Cost

Vendor

$0
0
0

$1,000
1000
1000

$1,000
1000
1000

T Werner
Miguel Alvarez
Carlyn Hudson

1000
1000

0
0

1000
1000

1000
1000

T Werner
Erin Randall

Allow

100

100

0

100

Kinko's

4
1

Ppl per 2
Weeks
Allow

1000
100

0
100

1000
0

800
100

Hector Cerda

10
16

Days
Rehearsals

40
10

0
160
$360

400
0
$6,400

400
250
$6,650

Definition of
Units

Rate

Cash

In
Kind

Total
Cost

Vendor

Days
Days

$100
100

$0
0

$600
800

$600
800

Carlyn Hudson
T Werner

Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

500
100
600
500
500
400
300
400
600
500
400
400
400
500
400

500
100
600
500
500
400
300
400
600
500
400
400
400
500
400

Jesse Klein
B Slamka
T Werner
Huay-Bing Lau
Evan Ho
Karlo Montano
Matthew Parr
Erin Randall
B Slamka
C Harrington
Therese Tran
Carlos Boillat
Anand Modi
Kelsey Coggin
Fabian Valdez

Days
Days

100
100

0
0

400
400

400
400

Conrad
Gonzales
Wray Crawford

PRINCIPAL
PRODUCTION
Unit
ABOVE THE LINE CREW
Line Producer
6
Director
8
BELOW THE LINE CREW
Assistant Director
5
Production Designer
1
Director of Photography
6
1st AC
5
2nd AC
5
Sound Recordist
4
Boom Operator
3
Costume Designer
4
Gaffer
6
Key Grip
5
Grip
4
Grip
4
Grip
4
Production Assistant
5
Production Assistant
4
CAST
Marcos Herrero
Billy Dodds

5.28.2011

4
4

Definition of
Units

Rate

Project
Project
Project

$1,000
1000
1000

Project
Project
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Cash

IMC Equipment

B20
B21
B22
B23
B24
B25
B26
B27
B28
B29
B30
B31
B32
B33
B34
B35
B36
B37
B38

Victor Bernard
2
Xiomara
1
2 Extras
2
EQUIPMENT
Arri 16mm Package
4
Zeiss Lens Package
4
G&E Package
4
Sound Equipment
4
Expendables
1
Fuji 16mm Film
12
Hand Dimmers
2
Easy-Rig
1
Practical/Fluo Bulbs
1
ART
Prod Design Budget
1
Wardrobe Budget
1
LOCATIONS & INSURANCE
Shop Location
1
Easy-Up Tent
1
Insurance
1
TRANSPORTATION
Grip Truck
1
Grip Truck Gas
1
CRAFT

Daniel
Hershberger
Mykal Monroe

Days
Days
Days

100
100
50

0
0
0

200
100
100

200
100
100

Day Rental
Day Rental
Day Rental
Day Rental
Allow
Rolls
Day Rental
Week Rental
Allow

200
300
500
250
200
80
10
200
50

0
0
0
0
200
960
20
200
50

800
1200
2000
1000
0
0
0
0
0

800
1200
2000
1000
200
960
20
200
50

UT
UT
UT
UT
Cinequipt
Fuji
Olden

Allow
Allow

100
400

100
400

0
0

100
400

Various
Various

Allow
Week
Allow

100
100
500

100
100
0

0
0
500

100
100
500

Hector Cerda

Allow
Allow

350
50

350
50

0
0

350
50

Budget Rental
Gas

10

600

0

600

PTIYM

5

60

0

60

Chipotle

2

120

0

120

Various

432
500
$18,842

Various

Grainger

UT

B39

Catering

60

B40

Production Meal

12

B41

Breakfast Meal
Travel, Setup,
Teardown Craft
LOSS & DAMAGE
Total Production

60

People x Days
(3 x 20)
People x Days
(1 x 15)
People x Days
(3 x 20)

72
1

People x Days
Allow

6
500

432
500
$4,242

Unit

Definition of
Units

Rate

Cash

In
Kind

Total
Cost

3
3
3
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
3
2
2
2
2

Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days
Days

$100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

$0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

$300
300
300
100
200
200
200
200
200
100
300
200
200
200
200

$600
800
500
100
600
500
500
400
300
400
600
500
400
400
400

Carlyn Hudson
T Werner
Jesse Klein
B Slamka
T Werner

2
2

Days
Days

100
100

0
0

200
200

400
400

C Gonzales
Wray Crawford

2

Day Rental

200

0

400

800

UT

B42
B43

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B13
B14
B17
B18
B19
B23

"PICKUPS"
PRODUCTION
CREW
Line Producer
Director
Assistant Director
Production Designer
Director of Photography
1st AC
2nd AC
Sound Recordist
Boom Operator
Costume Designer
Gaffer
Key Grip
Grip
Grip
Production Assistant
CAST
Marcos Herrero
Billy Dodds
EQUIPMENT
Arri 16mm Package
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0
0
$14,600

Vendor

Erin Randall
B Slamka

B24
B25
B26
B27
B28
B32
B33
B36
B37
B38

Zeiss Lens Package
2
G&E Package
2
Sound Equipment
2
Expendables
1
Fuji 16mm Film
5
ART
Prod Design Budget
1
Wardrobe Budget
1
LOCATIONS & INSURANCE
Insurance
1
TRANSPORTATION
Grip Truck
1
Grip Truck Gas
1
CRAFT

600
1000
500
0
0

1200
2000
1000
100
400

UT
UT
UT
Cinequipt
Fuji

Allow
Allow

50
50

100
400

0
0

100
400

Various
Various

Allow

500

0

500

500

UT

Allow
Allow

250
50

250
50

0
0

250
50

Budget Rental
Gas

200

0

200

PTIYM

20

2.5

50

0

50

Various

40
1

People x Days
Allow

6
500

240
500
$2,290

0
0
$6,600

POST-PRODUCTION
Processing
Telecine to ProRes
Shipping
Editor
Sound Editor
Editing Suite
G-Tech 1TB Harddrive
Music/Score
Foley
Sound Mix
Color Correction
Total Post-Production

Unit
6800
1
1
1
1
10
1
1
4
2
8

Definition of
Units
.11/ft + $100
Allow
Allow
Project
Project
Weeks
Unit
Project
Hour
Day
Hour

Rate
$848
1700
100
1000
1000
200
150
1000
40
250
100

Cash
$848
1700
100
0
0
0
150
0
160
0
800
$3,758

$5,500

Total
Cost
$848
1700
100
1000
1000
2000
150
1000
160
500
800
$9,258

Distribution
Master Copies
Graphic Artist
DVD Copies
Disc Cases
Press Kit
Poster Printing
Festival Entry Fees
Postage
Festival Attendance
Total Distribution

Unit
5
1
100
2
20
20
20
20
3

Cash
$125
0
44
22
60
280
450
60
1000
$2,041

In
Kind
$0
500
0
0
0
0
50
0
500
$1,050

Total
Cost
$125
500
44
22
60
280
500
60
1500
$3,091

20

B41

Breakfast Meal
Travel, Setup,
Teardown Craft
LOSS & DAMAGE
Total Pickups

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9

0
0
0
100
400

10

Catering

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C10

300
500
250
100
80

People x Days
(2 x 10)
People x Days
(2 x 10)

B39

B42
B43

Day Rental
Day Rental
Day Rental
Allow
Rolls

Definition of
Units
Per HDCam
Per Project
Per DVD
Per Case
Per Kit
Per Poster
Per Festival
Per Festival
Per Festival

Rate
$25
500
0.44
0.22
3
14
25
3
500

Cash
Total Project Cost

$12,691
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In
Kind
$0
0
0
1000
1000
2000
0
1000
0
500

In Kind
$34,150

240
500
$15,590

Various

Vendor
Deluxe
Deluxe
Deluxe NY
T Werner
UT
B&H

UT

Vendor
tapeonline.com
tapeonline.com
tapeonline.com
Kinko's
Kinko's
UT

Total
Cost
$53,431

UT

APPENDI
X2
Bu
d
g
e
t

1

EXT. AUTO SHOP - STATIC & ESTABLISHING

1

1A - Time-lapse. Low angle WS shop, telephone cables, clouds
passing.
1B - SERIES - Static shot of building from all four sides
during sunset.
1C - Static doc shots of shop during the day.
2

EXT. AUTO SHOP - TWILIGHT

2

MARCOS, the large, well-built, mid-30s mechanic, drives his
Chrysler 300 to work. Wearing shades and blaring his soundsystem.
He pulls into the large, open lot where the shop is located
and parks next to an old, beat-up 90s Oldsmobile already
parked there.
He unlocks the front door and enters.
Turns on computer, checks desk.
Opens tint bay.
Opens main bay, looks out and notices...
3

I/E AUTO SHOP - MORNING

3

A large, disheveled figure sleeps in the driver’s seat of the
Oldsmobile. Marcos knocks loudly on the window - startling &
waking, BILL, the shop’s other mechanic.
Bill strolls into the shop while Marcos is setting up. Marcos
asks a little, Bill explains himself meekly.
4

INT. AUTO SHOP OFFICE - MORNING

4

Bill calls his wife from the office phone. Victor arrives in
the office. Brief small talk.
4B - Victor talks Marcos up briefly.
5

EXT. BEHIND AUTO SHOP - DAY

5

Behind the shop, alone, Bill packs and smokes his small weed
pipe.
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5B - Doc style gets asked what he thinks of shop & people he
works with.
6

INT. BIG BOX ELECTRONICS STORE - DREAM

6

Bill enters wearing his overalls and dirty shop attire.
He stands in a pristine aisle and inspects a CD.
7

INT. AUTO SHOP GARAGE - DAY

7

Marcos quickly arranges and brushes off his area. Dons his
shop specs and pulls on nitrile gloves. Sifts through a small
stack of CDs and plays one on his stereo.
He works tinting a car.
He pulls a car into the bay, gunning the engine and laughing.
Wray stands by.
Marcos at his area, calling to check on a gig. Victor walks
by - got a bunch of quick tint jobs in the afternoon.
8

I/E AUTO SHOP - DAY

8

Marcos delivers a car to a CUSTOMER, as he gets out he
comments on the music/sound system and gives out a card.
Marcos delivers a car to a FEMALE CUSTOMER, does the same.
Victor watches from the office.
9

INT. MECHANICAL MONTAGE - AUTO SHOP - DAY

9

Bill works on an engine, getting dirty.
He slides out from working underneath a car.
Car Porn - Series of cranking, gunning, tinkering, mechanical
sounds & visuals. Engine roaring.
Bill leaning back, spacing out, tired.
10

INT. AUTO SHOP GARAGE - DAY

10

Marcos and Bill eat an on-the-go lunch in the garage.
“So tell me what’s happening.”
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11

EXT. AUTO SHOP GARAGE - NIGHT

11

The shop at night from a distance.
Bill hurriedly unloads a drum-set from the trunk of his
Oldsmobile.
12

INT. AUTO SHOP GARAGE - NIGHT

12

Bill sits in front of a flickering TV, a piled-up ash tray,
and a pile of old electronics and various cassettes.
He takes a hit off his pipe.
He takes a leak in the bathroom with the door wide-open.
He records a sound, headphones on, etc.
13

I/E. LIMO - DAY

13

Marcos pushes Bill to sit in the limo to have a “talk.” Bill
resists, walks away - “this is ridiculous.”
14

INT. AUTO SHOP - DAY

14

Mykal, a young bubbly cashier at a fast-food restaurant,
talks up Conrad in the garage.
Mykal bugs Conrad, asking teasingly about customers, aping
sounds of car problems.
Marcos turns on stereo, Mykal busts a quick jig. They’re
interrupted.
15

EXT. AUTO SHOP - DAY

15

Bill sits on a chair, arms crossed and eyes closed.
Bill running after a stray - “who takes care of you?”
16

I/E. AUTO SHOP OFFICE - EVENING

16

Victor closes up. Conrad, walks through with clothes to
change.
Outside, Marcos asks Victor for new title. Billy is cleaning
himself off with a pressure hose in the distance.
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17

EXT. AUTO SHOP - EVENING

17

Conrad posing in front of his car in eve wear.
Conrad responding to “what’s best in life?”
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APPENDIX 4
Director’s Notes – Day 1
Note: For my roles as DP and director I prepared a binder containing numerous detailed
documents to aid me in executing both roles. The following is brief list of notes I carried
in my pocket for each shooting day at all times. It’s insufficient as a stand-alone
document, but served as a short-hand contained key points, reminders, alternatives, key
lines and the shot order.

Shot List
XX – Wray B-Roll
YY – Marcos B-Roll
1C – Shop Statics

moving, spinning, whirring
turning on, turning off
wides & soft focus
clipped frames
Inserts
Shadow? Light play?

8C - CU - Reverse Victor wearing glasses!
4B – Wideangle – MS – Static – Victor
-‐ need	
  to	
  warm-‐up.	
  	
  
-‐ Playback	
  for	
  Conrad	
  
-‐ 1	
  take	
  with	
  Conrad	
  turning	
  off	
  lights	
  and	
  opening	
  door	
  
-‐ lines:	
  	
  
o bought	
  into	
  the	
  system	
  
o we’ll	
  see	
  what	
  you’re	
  saying	
  when	
  they	
  throw	
  your	
  ass	
  in	
  jail	
  
o start	
  Hershberger	
  on	
  road	
  blocks,	
  IDS,	
  this	
  country	
  is	
  turning	
  into	
  3rd	
  
world	
  country.	
  
o Take	
  with	
  build.	
  Conrad	
  stirs	
  him	
  on.	
  
-‐ ALT	
  –	
  looks	
  into	
  camera	
  and	
  says	
  “yum-‐yum”	
  
1D – tableau with car, Victor, & Wray
-rig light
16ABC – with pressure hose. Conrad in evening-wear.
-‐ lines:	
  	
  
o Marcos	
  sells	
  out	
  Billy,	
  wants	
  manager	
  position	
  title.	
  
o Marcos	
  stays	
  in	
  scenes.	
  Doesn’t	
  walk	
  away.	
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o Dan	
  teases	
  –	
  want	
  Billy	
  to	
  call	
  you	
  Mr	
  Herrero	
  from	
  now	
  on	
  
o He	
  gets	
  the	
  title!	
  
o Conrad	
  –	
  “I	
  looked	
  up	
  in	
  the	
  corporate	
  world”	
  –	
  “I	
  have	
  to	
  get	
  back.	
  
It’s	
  extortion	
  season.	
  File	
  an	
  extension”	
  
Natural Light:
2B MWS Office – unlocks & enters
2B.1 Reverse as well
2C – Statics as light is let in
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APPENDIX 5
Rehearsal Agenda – Week 1
Note: Week 1 contained two rehearsal days with Conrad and Wray. Each day’s agenda
contains the procedure for rehearsal in order. After discussing and confirming schedule
we’d continue on to exercises or rehearsal of the scenarios listed below.

AUTO X WEEK 1
SCHEDULE
Monday March 28th
Email confirmations
Secure Location
Tuesday March 29th 6p – 8p (3500 S Lamar)
Conrad & Wray
Wednesday March 30th 6p – 8p (3500 S Lamar)
Wray 6p
Conrad 7p

CONFIRM WEEK 2 & SHOOTING SCHEDULES
Tuesday April 5th 6p – 8p (3500 S Lamar)
Wednesday April 6th 6p – 8p (3500 S Lamar)
Thursday April 7th 6p – 8p (3500 S Lamar)
Saturday April 9th 9:30a – 12p (3500 S Lamar) - Conrad & Mykal

TUESDAY AGENDA (REHEARSAL DAY ONE)
Both make mix tapes. Decide what they eat for lunch.?

Improv Scenarios:
1.
2.
3.
4.

eating lunch
bitching about a customer
one of them fucks up while working
what can be told by looking at car
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

music played in the shop
Bill & his late-night secret.
Phone call greeting.
Pretty lady talk.
Working in silence, utter seriousness.
Bill gets call from wife.

Questions/Issues:
1. Pot smoking staging (Wray)?
2. Bill’s dream.
3. Where to find “bling”?

Agenda:
1. Have Hector show Conrad the shop.
- discuss wife, new job w/ Wray (no mention of prototype)
2. Marcos shows Bill the shop.
2A. Call Bill during walk-around. Call is his wife.
3. Have Hector show Wray the office, explain most common phone call.
- I talk with Conrad
4. Lunch improve
Marcos – working out/looks etc. has his business cards.
- goes off on tangent talking about himself
“Mexican bruce lee of college football”
Bill – worry about the world/news
5. Individual debrief
- what each thinks about other character
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Wednesday March 30th 6p – 8p (3500 S Lamar)
Wray 6p
Conrad 7p

CONFIRM WEEK 2 & SHOOTING SCHEDULES
Tuesday April 5th 6p – 8p (3500 S Lamar)
Wednesday April 6th 6p – 8p (3500 S Lamar)
Thursday April 7th 6p – 8p (3500 S Lamar)
Saturday April 9th 9:30a – 12p (3500 S Lamar) - Conrad & Mykal

CONFIRM SHOOTING SCHEDULES
Wray
Friday
April 15th 6p – late
Saturday
April 16th 3p – late
Sunday April 17th ALL DAY

Conrad
April 15th 4p – late
April 16th ALL DAY
April 17th ALL DAY

WEDNESDAY AGENDA (REHEARSAL DAY TWO)
Both make mix tapes. Decide what they eat for lunch.?
1. Have Hector show Wray the office, explain most common phone call.
- I talk with Conrad
2. Lunch improve
Marcos – working out/looks etc. how far does he push?
- goes off on tangent talking about himself
“Mexican bruce lee of college football”
Bill – worry about the world/news
3. Start on “running condition”
Marcos – annoying, braggy, pushy
Bill – disgruntled, worried, tired
**
Exercise
START HEIGHTENING WHAT CHARACTER IS ABOUT
**
Wray – moving chair to chair – unsettle
- or more aggressive, walking around & punching – build
gesture of anxiety
Conrad – ball of energy, shifting, swinging arms, etc.
- chews gum?
- more aggressive, walking around & punching
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**
UNSETTLING EXERCISE
**
1. have Conrad move furniture around the room
-do not say, complain about anything
2. instructions become harsher and eventually aggressive & rude
3. Now Conrad leads Wray – in character but Wray silent
4. Maybe – “now answer back!
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APPENDIX 6
Monologue Excerpts

Note: Following drafts were used for character development as workshop and improv
material.

MARCOS Monologue
(Draft #2)
Written by Tomasz Werner
Revised by Conrad Gonzales
I try to bring it all together, man. Take my word – the whole package. See
I might run with certain types, and don’t get me wrong, I’m as vain as the
next motherfucker... But the point isn't that I think I'm some sort of baller
or some such shit like that. But what I try to say is people neglect some
basic maintenance in their lives: Look sharp. Watch your body. Watch
what you put into it.
I’m a lover not a hater – I give it 100%, and boom, then I hit it man.
You want a life lesson, and this is gonna sound like a joke, man, but just
listen to R. Kelly sometime. His shit can get REAL, real fast. Hey – I'm
glad I’m doing what I'm doing.
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VICTOR Monologue
(Draft #2)
Based on the music and vocal composition Blaise Bailey Finnegan III
by Godspeed You Black Emperor!
Written by Daniel Hershberger
Adapted into conversation format by Tomasz Werner
VICTOR: Yes I did... I don't like the judicial system, I don't like the
government system, I don't like the police, I don't like anything to do
with this country's government. I think that that's pretty god damn
sad, that they don't recognize their own country as a third world, third
rate, third class whore.
MARCOS: You have a business though. IRS, taxes. You can’t always
fly under the radar.
VICTOR: And what kinda sense does that make? Me paying taxes? To
pay for bombs they drop on schools and clinics? Those are called soft
targets. Stands for unarmored and undefended targets needing to be
destroyed. Fucking pathetic when people don’t even know their own
government. You think I want my money going to that?
(beat) Think of the karma.
MARCOS: Think of the karma when they throw you in jail.
VICTOR: They can’t throw my skinny ass anywhere! I haven’t paid
those assholes anything since ’95.
MARCOS: Yeah well… Sooner or later they’re gonna catch up to you.
VICTOR: How? Huh? How would that be? I don’t give my address out
to anybody.
MARCOS: Yeah, but now you have a place of business. You’re not
some independent contractor. You’re on the map. You’re in the book.
They can find you.
VICTOR: Well, bring ‘em on. They wanna mess with me? (smiles and
nods)
Goooooood. I know a thing or two about how to fight.
MARCOS: Why? You own guns?
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VICTOR: Hmm… I own own a regular shotgun, a thirty-aught-six
pistol, a 38 special, and I own a 9 millimeter. And, erm… I own AK-47
assault rifle. Don’t worry – haven’t touched the plate or firing pin, it’s
safe – so it’s not fully automatic.
MARCOS: I see you’re ready for whatever’s coming.
VICTOR: Ready as I'll ever be. You don’t take no shit, and you always
stand your ground. People wanna come around and run their
cocksucker off at me. I got teeth – I ain’t gonna roll over. I’ll kick ‘em
to the fucking curb and not think a thing of it.
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